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Abstract

We introduce Ev-TTA, a simple, effective test-time adaptation algorithm for event-based object recognition. While event cameras are proposed to provide measurements of scenes with fast motions or drastic illumination changes, many existing event-based recognition algorithms suffer from performance deterioration under extreme conditions due to significant domain shifts. Ev-TTA mitigates the severe domain gaps by fine-tuning the pre-trained classifiers during the test phase using loss functions inspired by the spatio-temporal characteristics of events. Since the event data is a temporal stream of measurements, our loss function enforces similar predictions for adjacent events to quickly adapt to the changed environment online. Also, we utilize the spatial correlations between two polarities of events to handle noise under extreme illumination, where different polarities of events exhibit distinctive noise distributions. Ev-TTA demonstrates a large amount of performance gain on a wide range of event-based object recognition tasks without extensive additional training. Our formulation can be successfully applied regardless of input representations and further extended into regression tasks. We expect Ev-TTA to provide the key technique to deploy event-based vision algorithms in challenging real-world applications where significant domain shift is inevitable.

1. Introduction

Event cameras are neuromorphic sensors that produce a sequence of brightness changes with high dynamic range and microsecond-scale temporal resolution. The sensor targets conditions where the quality of measurements degrades for standard frame-based cameras. Conventional cameras under extreme measurement conditions produce the prominent artifacts of motion blur or pixel saturation, and the performance deteriorates for a subsequent perceptual module. Being able to acquire visual information in challenging environments, event cameras have the potential to overcome the limitations of frame-based cameras.

Despite the myriad of benefits that event cameras can offer, there is a clear gap between data acquisition and recognition. While event cameras can acquire meaningful information even in challenging environments, events obtained from these conditions are typically noisy and lack visual features. Figure 1 shows that there exists a stark visual contrast between events recorded at normal lighting and regular camera motion with those from very low lighting or extreme camera motion. Event-based object recognition algorithms are directly affected by these changes in input and the performance becomes very unstable. Figure 3b also shows the perturbation in the feature embedding space due to the domain shift. Since it is difficult to manually collect labeled data in a wide variety of external conditions, an adaptation strategy is necessary to fully leverage the potential of event cameras.

We propose Ev-TTA, a test-time adaptation algorithm targeted for event-based object recognition. Given a pre-
trained event classifier, Ev-TTA adapts the classifier at test phase to new, unseen environments with large domain shifts. Our method does not require labeled data from the target domain and can operate in an online manner. Nevertheless, Ev-TTA shows a large amount of performance gain, with more than 10% accuracy increase across all tested representations in datasets such as N-ImageNet [17]. While we mainly investigate domain shifts caused by external variations in camera trajectories and scene brightness, Ev-TTA is also capable of dealing with other domain shifts such as Sim2Real gap.

Ev-TTA is composed of two key components that utilize the distinctive characteristics of event data in the space-time domain. First of all, our test-time adaptation strategy enforces the consistency of the predictions for temporally adjacent streams. Our novel loss function jointly minimizes the discrepancy between pairs of adjacent event fragments while selectively minimizing the entropy of the predictions. Secondly, we propose to remove events that lack spatially neighboring events in the opposite polarity. This is based on the observation that under extreme lighting, severe noise in the event streams is exclusively generated on one polarity, as shown in Figure 1.

Since Ev-TTA only intervenes with the input event and output probability distribution, it is versatile to various event representations, datasets, or tasks. In Section 4.1, Ev-TTA shows universal improvements across all event representations tested for a wide range of external conditions. As there is no consensus in the optimal event representation yet, the flexibility to handle various event representations makes Ev-TTA further suitable for event data. Our formulation is general and is also applicable to other vision-based tasks with minor modifications. We demonstrate that Ev-TTA could be used for tasks other than classification such as steering angle regression, suggesting the large applicability of Ev-TTA.

To summarize, our main contributions are (i) a novel test-time adaptation objective based on temporal consistency, (ii) a noise removal mechanism for low-light conditions utilizing spatial consistency, (iii) comprehensive evaluation of Ev-TTA in event-based object recognition using a wide range of event representations, and (iv) extension of Ev-TTA to event-based regression tasks. Our experiments demonstrate that Ev-TTA can successfully adapt various event-based vision algorithms to a wide range of external conditions.

2. Related Work

Robustness in Event-Based Object Recognition While event cameras can operate in harsh environments such as low-lighting and abrupt camera motion, the collected data suffer from a clear domain gap which leads to performance degradation. Previous works have investigated the effects of motion [34, 42] or night-time capture [27] qualitatively or with simulated data. Recently Deng et al. [9] performed one of the first quantitative analyses of robustness amidst variation for a small set of motions. Kim et al. [17] proposed N-ImageNet along with its variants recorded under diverse camera trajectories and illumination, which enable a systematic assessment of classification robustness. The clear performance degradation is observed for all event representations under various recording conditions.

Several event representations are hand-crafted to be robust against camera motion. Early approaches such as event histogram [19] and binary event image [7] ignore the temporal aspects and only leverage the spatial distribution of events. This is in contrast to other works that utilize raw timestamp values [18, 25, 34, 43], which may be vulnerable to abrupt changes in camera speed. To utilize the temporal information while factoring out the speed variations, several representations such as DiST [17] and sorted time surface [2] use relative timestamps obtained from sorting instead of absolute timestamps.

Learning-based event representations incorporate a learned module for packaging events [6, 14], which in theory can be trained as robust representations if provided with datasets reflecting the diverse external conditions. However, they show competent performance only in small datasets [24, 34] and hand-crafted methods such as DiST [17] have demonstrated performance on par with these methods in large-scale, fine-grained datasets [17]. This is due to the large memory requirement that inhibits large batch training, which is crucial for large-scale datasets such as N-ImageNet [17].

As classification algorithms based on hand-crafted representations are more often used in event-based vision [19, 29, 41, 43] and are sufficiently performant in large-scale datasets, we retain our focus on these class of methods. We extensively evaluate Ev-TTA in numerous hand-crafted event representations [2, 7, 17-19, 25], and demonstrate universal performance enhancement compared to other baselines in diverse test-time conditions.

Test-Time Adaptation Unsupervised domain adaptation [1, 11, 28, 31, 38] aims at transferring models from a labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain. The objective of test-time adaptation [3, 4, 15, 22, 37, 40] is similar to unsupervised domain adaptation, while the difference lies in where adaptation takes place: unsupervised domain adaptation usually undergoes an additional training phase with data from the target domain, whereas test-time adaptation mainly intervenes with the test phase. Given the diverse changes in the input event distribution, we propose a test-time adaptation strategy reflecting the current measurement condition more adequately for practical deployment of event-based vision algorithms than collecting training
datasets to capture the entire space of possible variations.

Ev-TTA takes inspiration from both unsupervised domain adaptation and test-time adaptation. SENTRY [28] is one of the state-of-the-art algorithms for unsupervised domain adaptation that conditionally optimizes entropy by observing the consistency between augmented input samples. While the training objective is effective for adaptation, SENTRY requires altering the training process and network architecture to properly function. Tent [40] is a lightweight approach for test-time adaptation in visual recognition, achieving large performance gain without changing the training nor network architecture. Tent minimizes prediction entropy during the test phase and restrains optimization to only the batch normalization layers for efficient training. Ev-TTA leverages the strengths from both SENTRY [28] and Tent [40], while further incorporating spatio-temporal characteristics of event data for optimal performance gain.

3. Method

Ev-TTA adapts a pre-trained event classifier trained on the source domain to a target domain with a significant shift in the measurement setting. The source domain is defined as the original external condition used for training and the target domain is the new condition for testing. For example, the classifiers could be trained with data captured in normal lighting and then tested on data under low lighting.

The raw event camera output is composed of a sequence of events, \( \mathcal{E} = \{e_i = (x_i, y_i, t_i, p_i)\} \), where \( e_i \) indicates brightness change with polarity \( p_i \in \{-1, 1\} \) at pixel location \( (x_i, y_i) \) at time \( t_i \). While there are several approaches that asynchronously process events [21,32,33], we retain our focus on more prevalent approaches that employ image-like event representations. The classification algorithms [19,29,41,43] are composed of a two-step procedure, where events are first aggregated to form an image-like representation, and further processed with conventional image classifier architectures [16] to output class probabilities.

Once the input representation is chosen with the classifier \( F_\theta(\cdot) \) pre-trained in the source domain, the network parameter \( \theta \) for the target domain is optimized against the training objective that imposes temporal consistency between adjacent sequences of events. The training objective is elaborated in Section 3.1.

Ev-TTA can perform test-time adaptation either in an offline or online manner. In the offline setup, Ev-TTA is first optimized for the entire target domain, and subsequently performs another set of inferences for evaluation using the same samples with the updated model parameters. In the online setup, Ev-TTA is simultaneously evaluated and optimized, thus omitting the second inference phase. Ev-TTA shows strong performance in both evaluation scenarios, where the detailed results are reported in Section 4.

Note that no data from the source domain is used in training, which would lead to large amounts of additional computation as source domain data is typically much larger than the target domain. Further, Ev-TTA does not modify the neural network architecture or the training process and thus can be applied in diverse practical settings.

The event sequence is also conditionally refined using the spatial consistency between different event polarities, and compiled into an image-like representation to serve as the input to the neural network. The spatial consistency provides an important cue for denoising the data under extreme lighting conditions, which is further described in Section 3.2.

3.1. Training Objective for Temporal Consistency

Ev-TTA minimizes a loss function that imposes consistency in the time domain. Given an event stream \( \mathcal{E} \), let \( \mathcal{E}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{E}_K \subset \mathcal{E} \) be the \( K \) random slices of equal length obtained from \( \mathcal{E} \). Note that event-based object recognition often employs input events that span no more than 100ms [17, 18, 24], and thus we can assume the \( K \) random event slices to be temporally adjacent. The training objective enforces the consistency between the network outputs of the event slices \( F_\theta(\mathcal{E}_i), i = 1, \ldots, K \), as shown in Figure 2. The loss function is defined as \( L = L_{PS} + L_{SE} \), where \( L_{PS} \) is the prediction similarity loss and \( L_{SE} \) is the selective
entropy loss.

**Prediction Similarity Loss** Prediction similarity loss enforces the predicted label distributions for the temporally neighboring events \( E_1, \ldots, E_K \) to be similar, which is depicted in Figure 2b. Using the symmetric KL divergence \( S_{KL}(P, Q) = D_{KL}(P || Q) + D_{KL}(Q || P) \), prediction similarity loss is defined as follows,

\[
\mathcal{L}_{PS} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=2}^{K} S_{KL}(F_\theta(E_1), F_\theta(E_k)).
\]

Note that the loss minimizes the discrepancy between the prediction for the first event slice and the rest instead of incorporating all possible pairs within the \( K \) event slices. Since the extensive pair-wise comparison would lead to a quadratic increase in computation, we instead use the first event slice as an anchor that pulls the predictions of other event slices. We empirically show that using only a single event slice as an anchor is sufficient for successful adaptation, especially when it is paired with the selective entropy loss \( \mathcal{L}_{SE} \). We also find that the choice of the anchor does not have a significant effect on performance, where in-depth analysis is deferred to the supplementary material.

**Selective Entropy Loss** While the prediction similarity loss provides a meaningful learning signal for test-time adaptation, the loss heavily depends on the quality of the anchor prediction. To this end, Ev-TTA additionally imposes the selective entropy loss \( \mathcal{L}_{SE} \). Inspired from SENTRY [28], we propose to selectively minimize the prediction entropy of the first event slice \( E_1 \subset \mathcal{E} \) only if the prediction is consistent with other event slices. The consistency is determined by examining whether the predicted class labels are in agreement with the temporally neighboring events, as described in Figure 2c. To elaborate, each event slice \( E_i \) casts a vote on the class label with the highest probability, namely \( v_i = \arg\max F_\theta(E_i) \). An anchor is considered consistent if its label vote \( v_1 \) is equal to the majority vote \( v_{\text{majority}} \) from the other event slices \( V_{\text{other}} = \{v_2, \ldots, v_K\} \). Using the entropy \( H(p) = -\sum_i p_i \log p_i \) defined for a discrete probability distribution \( p \in \mathbb{R}^C \) where \( C \) is number of classes, selective entropy loss is defined as follows,

\[
\mathcal{L}_{SE} = \begin{cases} 
H(F_\theta(E_1)) & \text{if consistent} \\
0 & \text{if inconsistent.}
\end{cases}
\]

Our loss formulation differs from the selective entropy loss of SENTRY [28] in two aspects. First, the criterion for consistency is determined using temporally neighboring events, unlike the image augmentations used in SENTRY. Further, while SENTRY [28] proposes to maximize the predicted entropy for samples that are inconsistent, we find that simply ignoring these samples as in Equation 2 is more effective for test-time adaptation in event vision. We further validate this claim in the ablation study in Section 4.2.

**Optimization Strategy** Given the total training loss function \( \mathcal{L} \), we constrain the optimization to only operate on the batch normalization layers of the pre-trained classifier as suggested by [40]. When the target domain data is scarce, altering the entire set of parameters may divert the model from essential priors obtained from the pre-training. The argument is also supported in our experiment conducted with variants of N-ImageNet [17] shown in Figure 3. Even using the identical objective, training the entire network results in the predicted labels to collapse (Figure 3c), whereas different labels are better separated when only the batch normalization layers are optimized (Figure 3d). Ev-TTA effectively leverages the loss function that reflects the distinctive characteristics of event data and performs fast and successful adaptation, which is further discussed in Section 4.

**Extension to Regression** We demonstrate that Ev-TTA could be utilized for regression, which together with classification constitute a large portion of computer vision tasks. As a typical example, we show an extension to steering angle regression for autonomous driving. The task is to predict the steering angle \( \phi \) from a stream of events \( \mathcal{E} \).
Since our loss formulation is composed of KL-divergence and entropy of the predictions, it can be easily extended to other tasks that output a probability distribution. For steering angle regression, we design the regressor to predict both the mean and variance of the steering angle, namely \( F_\theta(E) = (\mu, \sigma) \). Assuming that the output variables follow a Gaussian distribution, the regressor is trained to maximize the log likelihood as in Nix et al. \([23]\),

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{likelihood}} = -\log \sigma - \frac{(\phi_{gt} - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( \phi_{gt} \) is the ground-truth steering angle from the source domain.

Under such conditions, we make three modifications to the loss functions used in Ev-TTA for classification. We first replace the symmetric KL divergence from Equation 1 with the KL divergence of Gaussian distributions, namely

\[
\text{S}_{\text{KL}}(F_\theta(E_1), F_\theta(E_k)) = \frac{\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_k^2 + (\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_k^2)(\mu_1 - \mu_k)^2}{2\sigma_1^2\sigma_k^2}. \tag{4}
\]

We also modify the entropy from Equation 2 with the entropy of Gaussian distributions, namely

\[
H(F_\theta(E_1)) = \log \sigma_1 \sqrt{2\pi e}. \tag{5}
\]

Finally, the consistency criterion is adapted for continuous network outputs. An anchor event is considered consistent if its predicted variance is within a range of variances predicted from its neighbors. To elaborate, we verify if the ratio of variances \( \sigma_1^2 / \sigma_k^2 \) for \( k = 2, \ldots, K \) is bounded within 10\(^{-1} \) and 10. We impose constraints using the variance since the predicted mean may deviate largely depending on the driving scenario, whereas the predicted variance should be consistent over a longer time horizon.

With the aforementioned modifications, Ev-TTA can lead to performance enhancements in steering angle prediction, which is further discussed in Section 4.1. The result demonstrates that we can impose our adaptation strategy to other vision tasks by examining the entropy and divergence of the output distributions.

### 3.2. Conditional Denoising with Spatial Consistency

The low light condition significantly deteriorates event-based vision algorithms, as noted by Kim et al. \([17]\), and to the best of our knowledge, it has not been properly handled in previous approaches. The main cause is the “dark currents” \([8]\), which constantly flow through the phototransistors. Under low light, the currents for valid event signals become smaller, and the dark currents trigger large amounts of noise. The severe noise in the extreme lighting condition is beyond the range of adversaries that previous approaches can handle, which are designed for small motion variation or lighting changes \([2, 17, 34]\).

Figure 4. Illustration of conditional denoising, which is applied to events with a large imbalance in polarity. For each pixel in the channel that contains noise burst (in this case \( P_{\text{neg}} \)), Ev-TTA first searches the spatial neighborhood in the opposite polarity. If the neighborhood lacks events, the noise is removed, and the noisy channel \( P_{\text{neg}} \) is replaced with the denoised channel \( \tilde{P}_{\text{neg}} \).

We propose to conditionally remove noise in low-light conditions using a criterion derived from the spatial consistency of events. Interestingly, we observed that the burst of noise is dominant in a single polarity, as shown in Figure 1. We illustrate the noise removal operation using a two-channel event representation \( P = \{ P_{\text{pos}}, P_{\text{neg}} \} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 2} \), where \( P_{\text{pos}}, P_{\text{neg}} \) are the positive and negative channels respectively. As shown in Figure 4, we denoise the channel with noise burst (in this case \( P_{\text{neg}} \)) if a pixel containing events lacks spatial neighbors in the opposite polarity. The noise removal operation only takes place if there is a large imbalance in the ratio of positive and negative events.

The imbalance is formally determined with the statistical discrepancy between the positive and negative events. Let \( N_{\text{pos}}, N_{\text{neg}} \) denote the number of pixels containing positive and negative events, respectively. Assuming \( N_{\text{pos}}, N_{\text{neg}} \) follow a Gaussian distribution, the following transformation to the ratio \( R = N_{\text{pos}}/N_{\text{neg}} \) follows a standard Gaussian distribution \([12]\),

\[
T(R) = \frac{\mu_{\text{neg}} R - \mu_{\text{pos}}}{\sqrt{\sigma_{\text{pos}}^2 R^2 - 2\rho \sigma_{\text{pos}} \sigma_{\text{neg}} R + \sigma_{\text{neg}}^2 R^2}}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \mu_{\text{pos}}, \mu_{\text{neg}} \) are the mean, \( \sigma_{\text{pos}}, \sigma_{\text{neg}} \) are the standard deviation, and \( \rho \) is the cross-correlation of \( N_{\text{pos}}, N_{\text{neg}} \). To test whether the data suffers from noise burst, we transform the event ratio of the target domain using the statistics of the source domain \( \{ \mu_{\text{pos}}, \mu_{\text{neg}}, \sigma_{\text{pos}}, \sigma_{\text{neg}}, \rho \} \) that does not suffer from low-light conditions. If the ratio transformed with Equation 6 follows a standard Gaussian distribution, we can assume that the target domain is free from noise burst.

The conditional denoising operation enforces spatial consistency of the two polarities on the anchor event \( E_1 \).
from Section 3.1. Given a batch of anchor events from the target domain, we compute the transformed event ratios $T(R)$ and apply statistical hypothesis testing to determine if the batch is in accordance with the source domain. If the hypothesis test reveals that the batch contains significant polarity imbalance, we remove the detected noisy pixels based on spatial consistency, as shown in Figure 4. The modified channel $P_{\text{neg}}$ replaces the original channel $P_{\text{neg}}$ to form a new anchor event representation $\tilde{P} = \{P_{\text{pos}}, P_{\text{neg}}\}$, which is subsequently used to compute the losses defined in Equation 1 and 2. Further details about the hypothesis testing procedure are deferred to the supplementary material.

Note that our noise removal method mainly targets noise burst in low light, unlike existing denoising mechanisms [10, 41, 42] which consider a much broader set of noise. Nevertheless, our method is extremely lightweight as it could be implemented with simple masking and effectively enhances performance, which we demonstrate in Section 4.2.

4. Experiments

In this section, we empirically validate various aspects of Ev-TTA. In Section 4.1, we show that the proposed test-time adaptation can enhance the performance of event-based object recognition algorithms and could be extended to steering angle prediction. We further validate the importance of each key constituent of Ev-TTA in Section 4.2.

Experimental Setup We implement Ev-TTA using PyTorch [26], and accelerate it with an RTX 2080 GPU. All training is performed only for one epoch, and the evaluation results are made offline unless specified otherwise. We mostly follow the hyperparameter setup from Tent [40], and avoid tuning Ev-TTA as it would involve optimizing results in the test set. Details about the hyperparameters for each dataset are deferred to the supplementary material. Six event representations are used in the experiments: binary event image [7], event histogram [19], timestamp image [25], time surface [18], sorted time surface [2], and DIST [17].

Baselines The results are compared against four baseline methods: Tent [40], SENTRY [28], Mummadi et al. [22] and URIE [35]. Tent [40] and SENTRY [28] optimize predictions by imposing entropy minimization. Tent optimizes only the batch normalization layers to minimize the prediction entropy. SENTRY, on the other hand, conditionally optimizes the prediction entropy by assessing consistency from data augmentation. We adapt SENTRY [28] for test-time adaptation and optimize the proposed training objective only for batch normalization layers. The remaining two baselines focus on transforming the input representation to mitigate domain shift. Mummadi et al. [22] propose to apply a novel input transformation network that is trained at test time to attenuate noise and other artifacts from domain shift. URIE [35] also proposes a similar adaptation mechanism based on input transformation networks but employs a unique attention mechanism to place more weight on salient regions in the image. For a fair comparison with Ev-TTA, all baselines are trained during the test phase.

4.1. Performance Enhancement

4.1.1 Event-Based Object Recognition

Controlled Environments We first evaluate Ev-TTA using N-ImageNet [17] to systematically evaluate the robustness enhancement under a vast range of changes. N-ImageNet is an event-based object recognition dataset that consists of the original train set and nine variants recorded under diverse camera motion and light changes. We train classifiers with six event representations [2,7,17–19,25] using the original N-ImageNet dataset, and evaluate the classifiers on the N-ImageNet variants. Table 1 displays the classification accuracy averaged across the six representations. The large domain shift induced by these changes causes a drastic performance drop without adaptation. Ev-TTA outperforms all other baselines and successfully adapts pretrained classifiers to new, unseen environments. Notably, the adapted performance is on par with the validation accuracy from the original recording, except for two variants recorded under very low lighting (dataset # 6 and 7). Nevertheless, a large amount of performance gain exists even in these variants, indicating the efficacy of Ev-TTA.

Further, the performance enhancement is universal, with all tested event representations showing large improvement. This is verified by comparing ‘No Adaptation (Max)’ from Table 1, which is the highest accuracy among the event representations for each N-ImageNet variant, with ‘Ev-TTA (Min)’, which is the lowest accuracy for each variant. Even the best performing representation under no adaptation is inferior to the least performing representation with Ev-TTA. As Ev-TTA only intervenes with the input representation and the output probability distribution, it is effectively applicable to a wide range of event representations.

We further report results for the online evaluation scheme, where evaluation is performed simultaneously with training. This reflects the practical scenario where it may not be possible to access the input data twice, and the classifier should adapt to the new environments online. The performance of ‘Ev-TTA (Online)’ in Table 1 shows that Ev-TTA can successfully perform adaptation where large performance enhancement is universal across all tested representations. While the offline setup provides more cues for adaptation as the data could be seen more than once, the gap between the online and offline evaluation results is not as significant. Such results indicate that Ev-TTA can adapt both offline and online, agnostic of the underlying
As shown in Table 2, Ev-TTA outperforms Tent [40] in all tested recordings. Compared to the plain entropy minimization of Tent [40], Ev-TTA imposes additional loss functions using the temporal nature of events, which leads to superior performance. The results indicate the applicability of Ev-TTA to practical real-world scenarios incorporating event cameras.

### Real-World Environments
We also verify the adaptation of Ev-TTA in real-world recordings with uncontrolled external settings. While N-ImageNet [17] allows for systematic evaluation across numerous environment changes, the dataset has synthetic aspects since it is recorded with monitor displayed images. To cope with such limitations, we test Ev-TTA on the Prophesee Megapixel dataset [27], which contains object labels for real-world recordings. The recordings are split by day and contain five object labels from which three (car, truck, bus) are selected for the experiments. We crop the object bounding boxes for use in classification and train a classifier on a recording from a single day, and test on five recordings from other days. Additional details about the dataset preprocessing are provided in the supplementary material. We compare Ev-TTA with Tent using the timestamp image [25] representation.

### Simulation and Reality Gap
While the main focus of Ev-TTA is on adaptation amidst external changes, we demonstrate that it could also perform adaptation to reduce the simulation to reality gap. To this end, we generate a synthetic version of N-ImageNet [17], termed SimN-ImageNet. SimN-ImageNet is created with the event camera simulator Vid2E [13] by moving a virtual event camera around ImageNet [30] images. Additional details about SimN-ImageNet are in the supplementary material.

We evaluate Ev-TTA for Sim2Real adaptation by applying Ev-TTA to pre-trained models in SimN-ImageNet and observing the performance change in the N-ImageNet [17] validation set. Table 3 reports the results of three tested representations, namely timestamp image [25], binary event image [7], and event histogram [19]. Ev-TTA shows the highest validation accuracy in all cases, effectively reducing the performance caused by the Sim2Real gap. Due to the easy applicability of Ev-TTA, we expect the Sim2Real gap to be further reduced by combining Ev-TTA with recent advances in event vision for Sim2Real adaptation [8, 20, 36].

#### 4.1.2 Event-Based Steering Angle Prediction
We test our adaptation strategy into a regression task of a steering angle prediction as described in Section 3.1. We use the DDD17 dataset [5], which contains approximately 12 hours of annotated driving recordings, captured in various external conditions and organized by day. For evaluation, we train a steering angle estimator algorithm using recordings from a single day and further evaluate the estimator on four other days. The steering angle estimator is designed as a ResNet34 [16] backbone receiving event histograms [19] as input, following Maqueda et al. [19].

We report the adaptation results in Table 4, where the RMSE(◦) with the ground-truth steering angle is measured. Ev-TTA outperforms Tent [40] in all tested scenarios. By employing a subtle change in formulation, Ev-TTA could be extended to regression tasks and successfully reduce the prediction error. However, the performance improvement...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene Type</th>
<th>City (Source)</th>
<th>Freeway</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Town</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Day (Source)</td>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>25.48</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>43.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent [40]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>30.94</td>
<td>41.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev-TTA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>30.65</td>
<td>41.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Evaluation results on steering angle prediction using the DDD17 [8] dataset. The RMSE(°) is reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Validation 6</th>
<th>Validation 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tent [40]</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>30.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + $L_{PS}$</td>
<td>26.51</td>
<td>35.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + $L_{PS} + L_{SE}$</td>
<td>26.82</td>
<td>36.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + $L_{SE}$ (SENTRY [28])</td>
<td>20.13</td>
<td>33.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + $L_{SE}$ (Ignore Inconsistency)</td>
<td>27.13</td>
<td>36.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tent + $L_{PS} + L_{SE} + CD$ (Ev-TTA)</td>
<td><strong>29.20</strong></td>
<td><strong>38.45</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Ablation study on the key components of Ev-TTA. $L_{PS}$, $L_{SE}$, CD denotes prediction similarity loss, selective entropy loss, and conditional denoising, respectively.

is not as dramatic compared to the classification tasks. A more effective approach for test-time adaptation in regression tasks is left as future work.

### 4.2. Ablation Study

In this section, we ablate various components of Ev-TTA. Experiments are conducted in the # 6 and 7 variants from N-ImageNet [17], using the timestamp image [25]. These are the most challenging splits among the N-ImageNet variants as they are recorded in low light conditions and thus contain a large amount of noise as shown in Figure 1, whose performance is also presented in Table 1.

We first examine the effect of the key constituents of Ev-TTA, namely prediction similarity loss, selective entropy loss, and conditional denoising. As shown in Table 5, by imposing prediction similarity loss $L_{PS}$ on Tent [40] (second row), a large performance enhancement takes place. Similarly, the selective entropy loss $L_{SE}$ also plays an important role in performance gain (third row). Compared to SENTRY [28], which maximizes entropy of inconsistent samples (fourth row), simply ignoring such samples (Tent + $L_{SE}$) is much more effective (fifth row). Finally, the conditional noise removal (CD) (Section 3.2) leads to significant performance enhancement on prevalent noise bursts under low-light conditions, which can be deduced by comparing the third and sixth row of Table 5.

We further investigate the effect of the number of test-time training samples. The six representations from Table 1 are trained with varying numbers of samples and evaluated on all variants of the N-ImageNet dataset [17]. Figure 5 shows the evaluation accuracy averaged across all representations, where the results are split by N-ImageNet variants with brightness and trajectory changes. We additionally delineate the upper bound in performance by performing training with ground-truth labels for one epoch using the same number of training samples. As the number of training samples increases, the average accuracy approaches the upper bound. Furthermore, even with a very small set (~ 500 samples) of training data, large performance enhancement from ‘No Adaptation’ is observable. This demonstrates the practicality of Ev-TTA, as it can adapt in novel environments with only a small number of training data.

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present Ev-TTA, a simple, effective test-time adaptation algorithm for event-based object recognition. To alleviate the large domain shift triggered by changes in external conditions, Ev-TTA fine-tunes the pretrained classifiers online during test phase. The training objective is formulated by leveraging the temporal structure of events, where Ev-TTA enforces similar predictions across temporally adjacent events. Further, to cope with noise bursts in low-light conditions, we propose a conditional denoising algorithm that employs spatial consistency. We also extend Ev-TTA to regression tasks, by making a subtle change in the formulation. Ev-TTA is a lightweight test-time adaptation algorithm, where universal performance enhancement occurs across various event representations in numerous tasks. We expect Ev-TTA to facilitate the deployment of event cameras under diverse conditions and fully exploit the technical advantages of the sensor.
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